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One day, Stan and Jan Berenstain were captured by a family of bears. It was a family of three -- an

overenthusiastic Papa whose high opinion of himself was exceeded only by his ability to do silly

things (often placing himself in jeopardy from bees, skunks, low-hanging branches, whales, irate

farmers, etc.), a wise, steady Mama with a firm grip on reality, and a bright enterprising little boy

cub.For more than forty years, the Berenstains' delightfully enchanting stories of this trio have

charmed children, and now they can enjoy them listening to the authors read the best of their

hilarious tales.
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There are two CDs for a total of 90 minutes.The eleven stories are:The Bears' VacationThe Bears'

PicnicBears in the NightThe Bear ScoutsThe Big Honey HuntThe Bears' New BabyThe Bears'

ChristmasThe Bike LessonThe Bear DetectivesHe Bear, She BearThe Bears' AlmanacI agree that

the voices and music are not the best but the kids still like to listen to it in the car.

This is a great CD with some of the Berenstain Bear's oldest and most classic stories. Just beware

that this is only the CD....no books are included!



voices reading stories are difficult to understand, poor annunciation. female voice is grinding on

adult ears.

I guess I am writing this review on behalf of my kids, since their opinions are the ones that matter on

this! (;My kids like this cd and request it a lot. They listen to all the stories and ask to hear it again.

So I guess as far as they are concerned, this cd is just dandy! From my perspective, I am also

happy, mainly because they are but I agree with some others that the voices are a bit annoying. But

at the same time, they just sound dated. If you can remember the old Leave It To Beaver episodes,

then you can have an idea of what these voices sound like. More importantly, there is this base beat

kind of deadpan music that keeps coming on during the stories and I find that much more annoying.

It is the same music through every story and it starts to grate on my nerves especially because they

fade it in and out. Other cds we have, use classical music or stick to sound effects of the story. I

wish they would just read the stories and leave out the music.I like that this is a relatively long cd so

we can listen for a long time without having to change the cd. Good for solo driving the kids too.But,

overall I am happy with this and happy I got it. My kids listen to it and like so what more can I say?!If

you found this review helpful, please click "yes" below. Thanks!

These Berenstain Bears CDs are a real favorite of the grandkids. They ask for it in the car and for

bedtime while they are falling asleep. They teach a lesson in an entertaining way. It was well worth

it!

What were they thinking? The authors wrote a cute story about Father Bear trying to find a good

place for a picnic. However Jan and Stan are not good narrators and should have had professionals

read for the CD. It is also a terrible recording on top of that. I returned the CD.

I'm a huge fan and love the books, but the reading by the authors is not very entertaining, and my 4

year old is not feeling it, and he loves when I play books on cd in the car, but not this one. Still a fan,

will just stick to the books.

I loved these books as a kid, unfortunately I have a little member of my family who is losing her

eyesight, so finding books on CD was a wonderful find so she can still find enjoyment in books even

though she might not be able to see pictures.
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